A FRESH LOOK AT MANAGING
THE COSTS OF LONG-TERM
DATA STORAGE
It could be time for a rethink.
GET STARTED

ARE YOU MAXIMISING
YOUR ARCHIVED DATA?
CAN YOUR CURRENT DATA STORAGE STRATEGY
MEET YOUR FUTURE BUSINESS NEEDS?
What’s your baseline for how
long you store data? Like other
organisations – and depending
on your sector – you could be
archiving large quantities from
two to seven years or more.
When it comes to data storage,
for however long, there’s a
cost to be taken into account.
A cost that you need to manage.
IT departments have typically
used backup data as their
primary reference archive
copy. As this couldn’t be
tampered with easily, it became
legally defensible. For example,
journal archiving of original
emails sent and received
has become a strong
defence against litigation.

You may have experienced
some of the drawbacks of
archived data yourself:
> It isn’t easy to access.
> It has to be restored
before its contents
are truly searchable.
> It presents large
and variable costs
to your business.

IS TECHNOLOGY
THE ANSWER?

TECHNOLOGY TO
THE RESCUE?
MANY ORGANISATIONS ARE TRYING TO MOVE THE MAJORITY OF
THEIR DATA TO THE CLOUD TO MAKE IT MORE EASILY ACCESSIBLE.
However, disk and Cloud
can’t address the legacy data
that lives on your old tapes.
So organisations still have to
rely on their earlier backup
data as archive. To reduce the
cost of storing too much legacy
data on costly primary disk,
they may opt to archive all
legacy data on their networks.
The result? Reduced storage
costs. Less wastefulness when
the data Is not being accessed.

Lower risk of data corruption or
tampering. And they can expect
to have a better handle on the
quantity and quality of data
they’re storing.
Archiving legacy data can also
help you prepare for long-term
storage and data migration
to future technology.

Yet despite the benefits,
questions still remain:
How can an organisation
successfully migrate
old archive copies
to new formats and
software? And should
they even attempt it?

SOME COSTS
TO CONSIDER

HOARDING DATA IS EASY, BUT FINDING
AND RESTORING IT IS HARD (AND EXPENSIVE)
WHEN IT COMES TO LONG-TERM ARCHIVING, WE’VE FOUND THAT USING
LEGACY TAPE BACKUP AS AN ARCHIVE PRESENTS TWO KEY CHALLENGES:

It isn’t easy to search.

It can span multiple
generations of media
and environments
(or systems).

Before you can effectively
access or search the contents
of backup tape, it needs to
be restored. Access must
be through the catalogue
created by the software that
originally wrote the data to
tape. Compare this to how easy
it is to search files or messages
online or in a digital archive.
Beyond search, older
generations of backup
media pose other
potential roadblocks:

Did you know...
THAT UP TO 90% OF TOTAL LEGAL
PRESERVATION COSTS COME FROM NON-LEGAL
EMPLOYEES ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE DATA
IN RESPONSE TO LITIGATION HOLDS (ALSO
KNOWN AS DATA PRESERVATION ORDERS)?

> LTO (magnetic tape data
storage) technology is only
backward-read compatible
two generations. For archives
spanning 16 years or longer,
you may need to consider
earlier tape generations
(and many other widely
used formats).

> Companies spend too
long trying to find data
in response to a sudden
eDiscovery or legal data
preservation request.
Watch how costs rocket
when IT teams, unfamiliar
with eDiscovery or older
backup formats, need to
search for data in legacy
data sets. According to a
survey commissioned by
the Civil Justice Reform
Group, this translates into
a startlingly high, variable
cost. Worse still, organisations
don’t often consider this
when they budget for the
price of long-term archives.
BE AWARE OF
VARIABLE COSTS

TAPE SYSTEMS AND
THE COST OF DIY
Organisations are getting
smarter about what they
archive and how they do it.
Many are moving away from
tape as their primary backup/
recovery method. However, if,
as discussed by Forbes, they
rely on tape storage for longterm retention of aging and
infrequently accessed data,
they face variable costs
which may include:
> Rental of data
centre floor space
> Maintaining software and
hardware licences to keep
relevant tape drives alive
> Recreating or managing
older systems to access
outdated data sets
> Power and cooling
of storage devices.

These are just some of the
potential hidden costs of
data management and the
keep-everything culture.
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